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“Energy efficiency and clean energy are the
right thing to do for our future ”

I. Public acceptance of RES projects
IS crucial
Environmental NGOs or other interest
groups could lead successful anti-campaigns
resulting in a ban on construction or closure
of a RES plant. Possible reasons vary.
• Example: a ban on construction of small
HPPs in a Western Ukraine region after
such a wide campaign in mass media.

OTHER REASONS for OPPOSING RES
PROJECTS
• A COMMON REASON for fierce local resistance against
important renewable energy infrastructure projects is
inadequate engagement by the government and
developers of local communities in the early stages of the
planning process (ENTSO-E, 2010). In the UK, one
estimate suggests that a lack of inclusion can cost dearly –
the economic loss caused by opposition to wind energy in
the UK could amount up to £1.3bn (REF, 2010).
• A SECOND REASON is that compensation measures are
often not considered or are not thought to be necessary.
This may be because they do not lead to benefit sharing
in the affected communities

I. Public acceptance of RES projects
According to the US Congressional Research published in
August 2011, environmental impact of Renewable Electricity
Generation is:
WIND

- Land use, habitat and
scenic disturbance,
noise and bird
mortality are potential
issues associated with
wind projects

SOLAR

-

-

-

Water use
requirements for
some solar
thermal
technologies
Land use and
associated
habitat
disturbance
Mobilization of
trace metals

HYDRO

-

Ecosystem
changes; fish
migration and
mortality

-

Habitat
damage; water
quality
degradation

BIOMASS

-

Biomass
combustion for
electricity
generation emits
NOx, CO2 and
other emissions

-

Land use/change
associated with
biomass
production

-

Carbon neutrality
of biomass
combustion is a
possible issue

I. Public acceptance of RES projects
Ugly view
Wind farm near open-pit coal mine in Germany (center, near horizon), March 2005

Wind farms are often built on land that has already been impacted by land clearing.
The vegetation clearing and ground disturbance required for wind farms is minimal
compared with coal mines and coal-fired power stations.
If wind farms are decommissioned, the landscape can be returned to its previous
condition
Near Estinnes, Belgium, October 2010.

I. Public acceptance of RES projects
Level of Noise

I. Public acceptance of RES projects
Noise by Wind farms

I. Public Acceptance of RES Projects
In many countries wind turbines are rarely as
close as 300 m to any houses.
Reading, England
Wind-energy advocates contend that less than 1% of
the land would be used for foundations and access
roads, the other 99% could still be used for
farming.
Critics point out that the clearing of trees around
tower bases may be necessary for installation
sites on mountain ridges.

Wind Farms
BIRD KILLING

I. Public Acceptance of RES Projects
BIRD KILLING in the USA
(Nature, www.nature.com (Volume 486, Issue 7403), data for 2012)

I. Public Acceptance of RES Projects
UK experience
(April 7, 2013, www.rspb.org.uk)

In a response to such claims, the RSPB’s (Royal Society for
the Protection of Birds) conservation director, Martin Harper,
says a large body of scientific evidence shows "appropriately
located windfarms have negligible impacts" on bird
populations.

Overall, the RSPB says it scrutinises "hundreds" of windfarm
applications every year in order to assess their possible
impact on wildlife and bird populations and ultimately
objects to six per cent of them.

I. Public Acceptance of RES Projects
A construction of a solar park in Germany was halted until a
suitable solution for an endangered species was found.

CONCLUSION
• THUS, the TIMELY INTEGRATION of LOCAL
COMMUNITIES into infrastructure planning IS a
CRUCIAL ISSUE, as in many countries electricity
infrastructure projects can be paralysed by just
one single landowner

II. Unpredictability of RES Electricity
Generation
WIND

SOLAR

Intermittently/
Variability

- Wind resources
can vary on an
hourly, daily
and/or annual
basis

-

Cloud
coverage
and other
weather
events can
degrade
solar
technology
performanc
e

Solar energy
not
available at
night

HYDRO

-

Hydropower
resources can
vary based on
annual
rain/snow fall

-

Seasonal
variations
(high in
winter, low in
summer,
peak in
spring)

BIOMASS

Biomass
electricity
can operate
at high
capacity
factors and
may provide
baseload
power

II. Intermittent generation
• Wind and solar generation are both intermittent. Intermittency
comprises two separate elements: noncontrollable variability
and partial unpredictability. Non-controllable variability implies
a likelihood that an individual plant could be unavailable when
needed that is significantly higher than in conventional plants.

II. Intermittent RES generation
•

•

•

•

One power plant, be it wind power turbine or a PV panel, can have large
fluctuations in output over short time scales. Some illustrative statistics
can be found in EURELECTRIC (2010): for instance, on average, only 4%
(2.5% in Spain, 5.5% in Germany) of the total wind installed capacity has
a probability of 95% of being present at all times, which is a similar level
of availability expected in conventional power plants.
Predicting wind’s output is much more difficult than predicting the
output of conventional generators or load. Generally, only very nearterm wind predictions are highly accurate (Xie et al., 2011). In particular,
the error for 1- to 2-hour ahead single plant forecasts can be about 5-7%;
for day-ahead forecasts, the error increases up to 20% (Milligan et al.,
2009).
Compared to wind energy, PV solar output is generally more predictable
due to low forecast errors on clear days, and the ability to use satellite
data to monitor the direction and speed of approaching clouds.
HOWEVER,
as more and more power plants of this kind are connected together
through the power grid, there is very significant smoothing of the
variation.

II. Intermittent RES generation
a WAY OUT is
• as more and more power plants of this kind are
connected together through the power grid,
there is very significant smoothing of the
variation.

II. Technological Issues of RES Projects
According to the US Congressional Research published in August
2011, these issues are:
WIND
-

Onshore wind
technology
considered
commercial

-

Offshore wind
may require
further
technology
development to
operate in harsh
ocean
environment

Technology

SOLAR
-

Emerging PV
technologies that
may improve
efficiency & reduce
costs further

-

Some CSP
technologies may
require further
engineering,
development and
demonstration
before being
commercial

HYDRO
-

Small and lowhead/lowpower
technologies
are being
developed and
mature but
some are not
yet
commercially
available

BIOMASS
-

Biomass
combustion
technology
might be
considered
commercial

-

Some technical
issues (tar
production,
equipment
fouling, etc.)
may have to
be addressed

II. Financial Issues of RES Electricity
Generation
WIND

-

Onshore wind
costs are in the
range of fossil
electricity costs

-

Offshore costs
are higher

Cost

SOLAR

-

Currently
the highest
cost of
renewable
electricity

HYDRO

-

One of the oldest and lowest-cost
sources of
renewable
electricity

-

Emerging
small/low-head
hydro costs
unknown

BIOMASS

Cost of
electricity
can be
impacted by
logistics and
feedstock
quality
and/or
prices

III. Important benefit of RES deployment
is JOB creation
• The total net increase in employment in the RES
sector in the EU-27 in 2020 compared to the
hypothetical scenario in which all RES support
policies are abandoned will amount to about
115,000–201,000 people under the BAU-ME
scenario and to 396,000–417,000 people under the
ADP-ME scenario (ranges according to results of the
two models used).

• Net additional employment, compared to the nopolicy scenario, would amount to 128,000–656,000
jobs in 2030 (ranges according to results of the two
models used), assuming an accelerated deployment
policy combined with optimistic export expectations
(ADP-OE).

III. Employment (direct and indirect) in
the EU RES industry (2010) (EurObserv’ER, 2012)
TOTAL

Solid
biomass

PV

Wind

Small hydro

Germany

361 360

60 900

107 800

96 100

2 400

France

174 735

60 000

58 100

20 600

2 500

Sweden

54 780

26 500

750

4 500

1 450

United
Kingdom

31 700

2 000

5 000

9 200

250

Latvia

9 300

5 500

<50

<50

50

Slovakia

7 030

800

1 000

0

300

Bulgaria

5 470

1 100

350

3 000

300

Estonia

3 100

1 500

<50

350

<50

1 114 210

273 150

268 110

253 145

15 970

EU TOTAL

III. Employment in the RES industry
(www.energyunion.eu)

III. Some green jobs
-

environmental and renewable energy consultants
campaign and event managers
eco-artists
environmental or biological systems engineers
green building architects
holistic passive solar building designers
solar energy engineers and installers
wind energy engineers and installers
green vehicle engineers
green business owners
organic farmers
environmental lawyers
ecology educators
ecotechnology workers
sales staff
electricians who install solar panels
plumbers who install solar water heaters
construction workers who build energy-efficient green buildings and wind power
farms
construction workers who weatherize buildings to make them more energy efficient
researchers and other workers involved in clean renewable sustainable future
energy development

III. Job creation
Average employment (jobs per megawatt of average
capacity) over life of facility (UNEP/ILO/IOE/ITUC, 2008)
Manufacturing,
construction,
installation

O&M / fuel
processing

TOTAL

Solar Photovoltaic

5.76 – 6.21

1.20 – 4.80

6.96 – 11.01

Wind Power

0.43 – 2.51

0.27

0.70 – 2.78

Biomass

0.40

0.38 – 2.44

0.78 – 2.84

Coal Fired

0.27

0.74

1.01

Natural Gas Fired

0.25

0.70

0.95

III. CONCLUSIONS
(IRENA, 2011)

• There is potential for net job creation.
• There are job opportunities across the
whole value chain.
• Job creation is one of the reasons that
speak in favour of RES.
• Increased training and education in
RES is crucial.

III. CONCLUSIONS
BUT
 Sustainable job creation depends on
stable and predictable policies.
 Industrial policy will influence the jobs
that are created.
Governments do not “create” jobs; the willingness of
entrepreneurs to invest their capital, paired with
consumer demand for goods and services, does that.

